NewCAJE to Gather 400+ Jewish Educators from All Denominations and Over 40 States for Annual Conference.

400+ Jewish Educators will gather at the 9th annual NewCAJE conference, taking place July 29 – Aug 1 at the University of Hartford in Connecticut.

The 2018 conference will bring together clergy, principals, educators, lay leaders, early childhood educators, artists, youth directors, and musicians for four days of learning, entertainment, prayer, and networking opportunities. We also offer special programs for high school students and those in the first five years of their career.

Highlights among NewCAJE9 include 240 workshop sessions designed to provide educators with the skills and tools to spread innovations in Jewish education. The conference will also feature networking opportunities, prayer, and entertainment tailored to inspire and empower. New this year, NewCAJE is offering three certificate programs for principals, new teachers, and early childhood educators.

Here’s what past attendees have said about NewCAJE:

“NewCAJE introduces ideas, concepts and best practices in Jewish education that become standard practices as they are translated to home communities all around the country.”

“The opportunity to learn and celebrate with other passionate Jewish educators fills my soul as well as my head. As a presenter, I love the chance to connect with teachers who are serious and eager to refine their craft.”

“I get to see the possibilities that exist, not just for my school or my teachers, but for myself. I’m always transported by the times that we sit, as colleagues and new friends, and sing together, laugh together and plan together.”

For more information, visit www.newcaje.org/home/newcaje9

---

ABOUT NEWCAJE
NewCAJE re-imagines Jewish education by connecting, inspiring and affirming all Jewish educators to build a stronger Jewish community. NewCAJE raises up Jewish educators through transformational experiences, professional development, and Jewish learning in a joyful and intentional community.
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